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Abstract: Wetland managers, citizens and government leaders are observing rapid changes in coastal
wetlands and associated habitats around the Great Lakes Basin due to human activity and climate
variability. SAR and optical satellite sensors offer cost effective management tools that can be used to
monitor wetlands over time, covering large areas like the Great Lakes and providing information to
those making management and policy decisions. In this paper we describe ongoing efforts to monitor
dynamic changes in wetland vegetation, surface water extent, and water level change. Included are
assessments of simulated Radarsat Constellation Mission data to determine feasibility of continued
monitoring into the future. Results show that integration of data from multiple sensors is most
effective for monitoring coastal wetlands in the Great Lakes region. While products developed using
methods described in this article provide valuable management tools, more effort is needed to reach
the goal of establishing a dynamic, near-real-time, remote sensing-based monitoring program for
the basin.

Keywords: SAR; wetlands; surface water extent; land cover; change detection

1. Introduction

The Great Lakes Basin is the largest surface freshwater reserve on Earth, containing
about 90 percent of North America’s and 20 percent of the Earth’s surface fresh water. As
the nexus between land and the lakes, the coastal wetlands of the region are relatively
small, comprising less than 1% of the area of the basin. Although they have a small spatial
extent, their size is disproportionate to the significant role they play in the overall health of
the Great Lakes system. Located between the United States of America and Canada, these
wetlands provide significant services to both countries including water filtration, protection
against erosion, and a variety of ecosystem services [1]. Additionally, they provide habitat
and breeding grounds for myriad of birds, mammals, herptiles, and invertebrates [2].
The ecological and economic importance of the coastal wetlands of the Great Lakes was
long neglected and anthropogenic activity has resulted in the loss of over half of the
basin’s wetlands since European settlement [3,4]. More recently, their significance has
been recognized and plans have been implemented at local, regional, and federal levels
to protect the Great Lakes and their wetlands. The governments of the USA and Canada
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have both initiated large-scale efforts to protect the lakes and adjacent ecosystems with
the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI) and the Great Lakes Protection Initiative
(GLPI) respectively [5,6]. Cooperative agreements between the two countries such as the
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement (GLWQA), among others, contain explicit language
expressing the need to monitor and maintain coastal wetlands [7].

In practice, monitoring coastal wetlands is a huge challenge. In spite of their small
total area, the coastline of the Great Lakes spans about 17,000 km. This length includes
vast stretches of difficult-to-reach shoreline, making in situ monitoring across the basin an
extremely difficult task. The Great Lakes Coastal Wetland Monitoring Plan (GLCWMP),
funded by the GLRI, aims to do exactly that, and includes protocols for monitoring ap-
proximately 1100 coastal wetlands across the basin. The GLCWMP’s sampling protocols
include rigorous collection of important data on water chemistry, plants, fish, birds, and
macrophytes [8]. Because of the immense scope of the endeavor, each wetland is scheduled
to be sampled once every five years. The Great Lakes and their associated wetlands are
dynamic by nature and are especially susceptible to climate change and anthropogenic
activity. Recently, rapid shifts in lake levels have occurred with record low levels in 2013
transitioning to record high levels in 2019 and 2020 [9]. Seasonally, Great Lakes water
level fluctuations (on average ~30–40 cm per season) commonly exceed those encountered
along marine shorelines including significant storm surge events [10]. Invasive species
such as Phragmites australis and Typha × glauca provide further complications, as they
are able to quickly invade and dominate native wetland plant species, especially in areas
influenced by significant agricultural runoff [11]. The rapid changes observed in coastal
areas presents unique challenges to Great Lakes wetland managers, regional and local
governments leaders, and the public, requiring frequently updated spatial products to
gain a synoptic view of their regions of interest. Remote sensing, while unable to directly
measure what can be assessed in situ, is able to provide frequent information on wetland
and surface water extent, water levels, and vegetation type.

Satellite and aerial images are essential, cost effective, and scientific-based manage-
ment tools capable of tracking and observing wetland and associated habitat changes over
time, covering large areas like the Great Lakes. Remote sensing techniques have been used
to assess Great Lakes wetlands for several decades. With new sensors providing higher
temporal and spatial resolution than ever before it has become easier to provide coastal
wetland managers with timely and informative remote sensing derived products to aid in
their efforts to protect the Great Lakes’ coastal zones. This article highlights the preliminary
results of a bi-national collaboration to build on established remote sensing approaches to
develop the framework for ongoing, high-frequency, high-resolution, remote sensing-based
monitoring for Great Lakes coastal wetlands.

The overall goal of this collaborative effort is to develop semi-automated and auto-
mated methods for application of high-resolution satellite, multispectral and Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery for monitoring various components of wetlands in prepa-
ration for an operational capability in the Great Lakes Basin. This includes wetland
classification, surface water and flooded vegetation delineation, and estimation of water
level measurements. This team of researchers aims to develop, demonstrate and plan
the implementation of innovative approaches for using multi-sensor satellites to create
wetland baselines and to estimate change over time. Further, it incorporates petascale
computing capabilities to demonstrate the applicability of these approaches for the entire
basin. The information gained will support the management of wetlands, as well as related
environments and human activities.

Specific objectives of this monitoring effort include preparation for the operational
implementation of dynamic surface water extent mapping techniques developed with
RADARSAT Constellation Mission (RCM); refinement of methods for producing wetland
classification and change including invasive vegetation and adjacent land cover by leverag-
ing techniques such as object-based image analysis and machine learning; multi-temporal
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vegetation elevation and ecosystem modeling based on high-resolution stereo satellite
imagery; and Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) water level monitoring.

This article presents a short background of remote sensing of wetlands in the Great
Lakes and details the results of a survey of wetland managers which informed the de-
velopment of specific geospatial products and how frequently they are produced. This
paper is structured with a series of case studies which highlight examples of each of the
products from areas of interest around the basin. The methods and results presented
here demonstrate an initial framework for utilizing multi-source, multi-temporal, high
resolution remote sensing data for dynamic coastal wetland monitoring in the Great Lakes
Basin.

2. Background

Efforts to map Great Lakes wetlands have been ongoing for several decades. Programs
such as the National Wetlands Inventory (NWI), administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, began to create a spatial database of all U.S. wetlands starting almost four decades
ago. The NWI maps are produced by teams of aerial image interpreters who detect and
draw wetland boundaries using orthophotos. The NWI provides detailed data on wetland
extent for most of the U.S. [12]. While being an incredibly useful resource, initial completion
and subsequent updating of the NWI is a time-consuming process, with maps for some
regions being over 30 years old or older. The Canadian Wetland Inventory, launched in
2002, was created to develop a similar inventory for Canada but remains incomplete for
the Great Lakes region [13]. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
Coastal Change Analysis Program, which relies on Landsat imagery and other ancillary
information, provides more frequent updates at the expense of spatial resolution [14]. These
programs generally target only one country, and few cohesive projects have completed a
map of coastal Canada and the USA using a single method. Bourgeau-Chavez et al. [15]
completed a binational map of Great Lakes coastal wetlands using data circa 2010 and
updated it for areas with substantial Phragmites infestation with image data for 2017 [16].
While all these products are useful, they tend to portray a “snapshot” in time and fail to
capture the dynamic nature exhibited by coastal areas in reality. Additionally, the maps
tend to contain limited information on the wetlands themselves, often being limited to
classification schemes based on general vegetation type.

Wetland managers and other stakeholders were interviewed by the research team
in Spring 2017 to determine how satellite remote sensing could help meet their needs for
real-time and long-term data. The purpose of the activity was to obtain first-hand input
from potential end users of Great Lakes wetlands satellite products in order to maximize
the practical value of those products. Phone surveys were conducted with 30 participants
who were asked to discuss the usefulness of the various products being developed. Product
usefulness ratings varied according to each respondents’ responsibilities, but aggregate
ratings for each of four products were greater than 3 on a 0–5 scale (surface water extent—
3.2, water level—3.6, land cover and land cover change—3.9, invasive species extent—4.9).
Participants were also asked about the ideal frequency of each product, and with few
exceptions, they expressed a desire to have annual or better frequency products. These
results verified the need for more timely spatial products to aid in wetland management
for the coastal Great Lakes.

A recent review of remote sensing for coastal wetland in the Great Lakes, White
et al. [17] describe a variety of approaches for mapping and monitoring using a variety
of sources including high resolution multispectral and SAR remote sensing techniques.
These sensors are well suited for generating the products identified by resource managers.
Multispectral data (including near-infrared (NIR) and shortwave infrared bands) are sensi-
tive to variation in vegetation health and moisture content, which is of great importance in
wetlands [18]. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is often used to map wetlands because it
can capture imagery day or night and can penetrate cloud cover [19]. Research has shown
that fully polarimetric (FP) SAR is better suited to mapping wetlands compared to single or
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dual polarimetric SAR, both of which are also available on RADARSAT-2 [20–24]. A recent
meta-analysis of North American wetland remote sensing classification efforts found that
multi-source data were comparable to the best results of single-source approaches [25]. The
combination of SAR and multispectral data fuses the strengths of each sensor to provide
the most powerful tool to monitor wetlands.

3. Materials and General Methods

A team of wetland remote sensing experts from across the basin was assembled
to develop the basis for the dynamic monitoring protocols described here. Led by the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and United States Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS), the core team for this effort includes the University of Minnesota,
Michigan Tech University, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and SharedGeo.
The National Science Foundation provided significant supercomputer support, while access
to commercial satellite imagery was provided via National Geospatial-intelligence Agency
(NGA) with MAXAR supplying both the optical and radar imagery.

Fourteen regions containing coastal wetland complexes were chosen as pilot sites
from across the Great Lakes Basin to represent a range of hydrogeomorphic types with
varying anthropogenic stressors. The pilot sites range from the largest freshwater delta of
the St. Clair River to lacustrine systems of western Lake Erie and Long Point, lacustrine
bays of Lake Huron (Les Cheneaux Islands, Saginaw Bay), Lake Ontario (Bay of Quinte),
and Lake Michigan (Green Bay), riverine systems of Lake Superior (St. Louis River Estuary,
Bad River) to barrier protected wetlands such as White Fish Point.

All optical imagery used for this research was acquired via the NGA NextView license,
which includes high-resolution imagery from DigitalGlobe’s archives. Synthetic aperture
radar imagery came from RADARSAT-2 via the Northern View agreement. SAR image
collection are focused on the 14 pilot sites (Figure 1) while DigitalGlobe data continues
to be acquired for the entirety of the basin (Table 1). RADARSAT-2 imagery is collected
every 24 days from April–November for pilot sites. DigitalGlobe imagery is acquired less
frequently, however, multiple cloud-free images have been acquired for most areas.

Table 1. Image acquisitions by sensor and year.

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

WorldView-1 409 481 507 555 1139 701 951 904 1124 1804 1078 -
WorldView-2 - 76 660 771 1230 854 898 1070 792 1138 822 -
WorldView-3 - - - - - - 185 868 867 904 390 -

GeoEye-1 - 44 38 22 86 352 130 2 68 180 58 -
RADARSAT-2 - - - - - - - - 18 103 71 62

DigitalGlobe imagery includes the Worldview constellation, which is the primary
source of multispectral data used for the effort described here. The satellite sensors
comprising the WorldView Constellation all include visible and near-infrared bands with
the exception of WorldView-1. WorldView-2 and -3 have additional shortwave infrared
bands. These sensors have been used in a variety of wetland studies and have the potential
to aid in accurate mapping of wetland type and extent at meter resolution [26,27].

RADARSAT-2 is a Canadian C-band SAR satellite and has been used in many wetland
studies. Canada recently launched the RADARSAT Constellation Mission (RCM) in June
2018. RCM is also a C-band SAR and is capable of operating in a Compact Polarimetric
(CP) mode. CP SAR does not have complete polarimetric information like FP [20] SAR but
contains more information than single or dual polarimetric data. While the CP mode is
not expected to be as accurate in mapping wetland classes and monitoring change due
to reduced polarimetric information and a higher Noise Equivalent Sigma Zero (NESZ),
it offers a wider swath width allowing for larger areas to be mapped simultaneously. In
addition, RCM is a constellation of three identical satellites, so the same location can
potentially be mapped more frequently (4-day overall revisit time, 12 days for individual
satellites) [28,29]. While RCM data was not available at the time this work was completed,
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simulated RCM products derived from RADARSAT-2 were used in some cases. For SAR
imagery, standard pre-processing procedures (calibration, speckle reduction, geometric
correction) were applied using PCI Geomatica software in all cases.
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4. Methods and Results

Methods for each objective are described as case studies in each of the following
sections.

4.1. Dynamic Surface Water Extent Mapping

Climate change is expected to negatively impact a variety of environmental factors
which are likely to include ambient temperatures, precipitation, and flow regimes [30].
Wetlands are vulnerable to these environmental shifts and even small changes in the
duration of flooding and depth of water may cause [31,32] the loss of suitable habitat for
species that are not able to adapt to new levels of variation and could lead to increased
numbers of invasive and or generalist species [33]. In light of this, there is a need for
regional monitoring of changes in the extent of surface water within wetlands as this will
help identify those areas that are changing. Not only would this inform management
strategies, but also focus conservation efforts, which will be especially beneficial to those
species for which wetlands provide habitat and are already at risk of extinction.

Surface water detection (SWD) using SAR data has been the subject of study for
many projects [34–36]. This is in large part because it is a reliable source of consistent
information since images can be acquired regardless of cloud cover and haze. Further, due
to predominant specular reflection, radar backscatter over non-disturbed water bodies
is low relative to most surrounding land and other non-water features. This results in
contrasting dark water features and relatively bright non-water features, a characteristic
that can be used to discriminate both cover types in SAR images. Due to their simplicity,
threshold-based methods are widely used for operational SWD, particularly for large
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datasets. Several techniques exist for finding an appropriate threshold value to distinguish
between land and water [37–40].

4.1.1. Dynamic Surface Water Extent Mapping with RADARSAT-2

One of the first joint products the US-Canada team worked on was the development
of an automated SWD technique for the Great Lakes [40]. To apply the published SWD
technique described in [40] to the pilot sites of Figure 1, there have been some slight modi-
fications which are described here. The automation has been applied to 254 RADARSAT-2
images, collected in FQ or FQW beam modes, to produce surface water extent maps
(Table 2).

Table 2. List of Pilot Sites and RADARSAT-2 Images obtained within the growing season of each year.

Pilot Site 2016 Images 2017 Images 2018 Images 2019 Images

Bad River 0 8 5 5
Duluth 11 9 7 6

Green Bay 0 9 6 5
Les Chenaux 0 9 7 5

Houghton 0 8 5 3
Rochester 0 7 3 4

Lake St. Clair 7 9 10 6
Saginaw Bay 0 9 8 5
W. Lake Erie 0 9 6 11
Whitefish Pt. 0 9 7 3

Other 0 18 7 9
Total 18 103 71 62

After standard pre-processing the HV component of each RADARSAT-2 image, ex-
pressed in dB, is then ingested and randomly subsampled (typically 10,000 pixels). A
histogram is generated from the subsampled pixel values, and a polynomial fit is applied
before the threshold between land and water is selected. The entire HV image is then
segmented using the SLIC super pixel technique [41]. Each segment is assigned the value
of its median pixel value and then determined to be land or water based on the previously
determined threshold.

Many of the pilot sites contain significant urban areas (e.g., Green Bay, Duluth, Saginaw
Bay). Observations of preliminary surface water extent products for these developed
regions showed significant confusion between flat impervious surfaces, such as roads
and runways, and water. As a side looking active sensor, incoming microwave energy
is reflected specularly away from the sensor from smooth surfaces. This produces the
typically observed low backscatter over water, but similar physical interaction between the
SAR and man-made surface features is indistinguishable. Therefore, an additional step was
adopted to apply an impervious surface mask to the output surface water extent maps. The
impervious surface masks were generated using WorldView constellation data acquired via
this project. One shortcoming of this approach is that it fails to identify real flooding that
can occur over highways or runways following significant precipitation events, however,
since the focus is on wetland monitoring those potential omission errors were deemed
acceptable. Each RADARSAT-2 image is processed with this method, creating a surface
water extent map for each date an image is acquired. Figure 2 shows an example of a
surface water extent map, overlaid on an optical image, for July of 2017 for the St. Clair
River Delta.
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Figure 2. Surface water and flooded vegetation extent map for 23 July 2017 for the St. Clair River Delta.

While this automated technique captures surface water in open areas, a second al-
gorithm was needed to extract inundation beneath a vegetation canopy. The wetland
inundation mapping uses the Shannon Entropy [42] metric, which can be calculated from
dual-band or quad-pol SAR data. The algorithm has two outputs which represent contribu-
tions from intensity and polarimetry, and the intensity contribution is used. Separation of
non-flooded and flooded vegetation is not feasible using histogram-based thresholding ap-
proach, so thresholds are selected based on in-situ measurements. Typically, values greater
than 1 are classified as flooded vegetation. This method is preferable to three-component
decomposition methods because it is not susceptible to inaccuracies due to misclassifi-
cation of double-bounce scattering as single bounce in common marsh vegetation such
as cattail [43].

Given the number of images available for the pilot areas, it is possible to assess relative
hydroperiod at each location. Each image is classified as 1 = water/inundated or 0 = land.
The images are then summed so each output pixel value represents the number of times
that it was classified as water/inundated. The time series can be divided up in a variety of
ways, but compiling surface water maps for each year has proved to be a valuable tool for
visualizing interannual hydroperiod variability. Figure 3 shows relative hydroperiod for
the St. Clair River Delta from 2016–2018.

Water levels have increased in Lake St. Clair over the past several years, and the effect
of those rising lake levels can be seen in the relative hydroperiod maps. Pixels identified as
being water/inundated for every image in a year increased from 40.6% in 2016 to 45.9%
in 2018. Perhaps even more interesting is the increase in number of pixels identified as
water/inundated at least once within each year. This number increased from 60% in 2016
to 74% in 2018. This represents an over 70 km2 of area that is classified as being inundated
at some point during the growing season. This rapid increase in water extent highlights
the importance for continued monitoring of coastal areas.
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4.1.2. Dynamic Surface Water Extent Mapping in Preparation for RCM

Since there is a need to transition the SWD approach of Radarsat-2 to the RCM,
simulated RCM data for the Bay of Quinte was analyzed. The study area is located on
the northern shore of Lake Ontario, Canada, commonly referred to as the Bay of Quinte
(Figure 1). It includes the entire island of Prince Edward County, as well as Belleville and
Greater Napanee. The climate can be described as cold and temperate, with substantial
rainfall throughout the year (902 mm on average), peaking in September (90 mm on
average) [44,45]. The wetlands in this region are home to a variety of plants and animals,
including numerous species at risk. They also provide important nesting and stopover
habitat for waterfowl [46]). It encompasses a variety of different wetlands, including large
ones which are permanently flooded, and smaller ones which are only flooded for a portion
of the season. The extent of water bodies varies extensively on an inter and intra-annual
basis, both as a result of water level changes, and the emergence of vegetation from the
water surface as the growing season progresses [36–38].

For this site, multiple RADARSAT-2 images were acquired between 27 April and 22
September 2016. Simulated RCM data was generated for one date only, for the beam mode
FQ17W (27 April). The image covers approximately 50 × 50 km2 area, and consists of
two 50 × 33 km2 frames with a nominal near range resolution of 8.9 m. The main reason
for selecting the scene on this date is that the emerging vegetation is relatively minimal
in April/May. Behnamian et al. [40] showed that the thresholding-based SWD methods
have limited capabilities in detecting emerging vegetation until it becomes dense (and tall)
enough to affect the backscatter of the incident microwaves and as a result the shape of the
histograms. This is a lesser concern in the beginning of the growing season.

Both quad pol RADARSAT-2 images were processed to projected RCM specifications
using the Canada Centre for Mapping and Earth Observation (CCMEO) simulation soft-
ware [39]. Note that the same processing chain as outlined by White et al. and Banks
et al. [38,40] is applied here, where RADARSAT-2 data is first converted from the scattering
matrix to the Kennaugh matrix. Values are then multiplied by a Stokes vector representing
a right-hand circular polarized wave, to which a NESZ pattern was added to the first
element to emulate the radiometric data quality of a given RCM beam mode. A 5 × 5
boxcar filter was applied to reduce the effects of speckle. RCM NESZ values vary from
−25 dB for medium resolution mode to −19 dB for high resolution mode. It is worth noting
the swath width of the FQW mode of RADARSAT-2 is 50 km, while the swath width of
the high and medium (16 m) resolution modes of RCM are 30 km. This means that the
simulated RCM will not have the right noise level for 10 km at the near and far range of
each swath. Thus, these data are excluded from our analysis. Figure 4 shows an example of
such unrealistic noise levels at the edges of the simulated RCM data in the FQ17W mode.
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We anticipate that these values would have affected both the distribution of values and
thus were not used for the calculation of threshold as described in Section 4.1.1 above.
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Figure 4. (a) Left: the initial extent of the simulated RCM data in the HV polarization, generated from the original
RADARSAT-2 FQ17W mode over the Bay of Quinte, where red vertical lines show the 10 km strips at each side of the image
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Thresholds for SWD were generated from linearly polarized (HH, HV) RADARSAT-2
and compact polarized (RH, RR) simulated RCM data at two different noise floors (−19
and −25 dB) over both study areas. It is important to point out that the NESZ values listed
in Table 3 are the highest values that are usually located on the (near or far) edges of the
RCM products and that the exact values of the noise floor are also a function of incidence
angle of the RCM data. Table 3 shows the value of thresholds from the simulated RCM data
(using FQ17W mode image) over the Bay of Quinte. At this incident angle, all simulated
polarizations show bimodality, thus, threshold values were calculable. However, for the
HV polarization, the threshold values for the −19 dB NESZ data were not reported since
they were below the noise floor and thus not meaningful. With the HH polarized data, the
threshold values were 4 dB larger than −19 dB NESZ.

Table 3. Threshold value and the corresponding extracted water extents using different polarizations
over the Bay of Quinte, the thresholds and water extents are calculated using a FQ17W image
acquired on 27 April 2016.

RADARSAT-2 RCM

HH HV HH HV RH RR

NESZ (dB) −34 −34 −19 −25 −19 −25 −19 −25 −19 −25

Frame 1 −15.8 −24.8 −14.7 −15.6 - −24.96 −16.2 −18 −18.1 −20.1
Frame 2 −16 −24.5 −14.4 −15.7 - −22.3 −15.9 −17 −17.7 −19.9

The thresholds calculated from the compact polarimetric images were closer to the
noise floor in the high-resolution mode, and as a result, the surface water products gen-
erated from these data could be potentially affected by noise (i.e., the predicted extent of
surface water could be unreliable in cases where the thresholds are at or near the noise
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floor). The noise rms (which in general is a function of theoretical values per beam mode
and the antenna theoretical directivity patterns in this case is within 1 dB. For the medium
resolution simulated data, the calculated threshold values are at least 4 dB greater than the
NESZ value for all polarizations and thus less likely to be affected by the noise pattern and
noise rms.

It should be noted that some sample RCM images acquired in winter 2019 in high-
resolution mode suggest that the noise floor is generally better than the official NESZ
specification of RCM (2 to 4 dB in some cases), which may make it possible for the users to
use compact polarimetric modes for surface water detection. In this study, we have not
investigated the incident angle effects on the threshold values using simulated data as
the steeper incident angles are more sensitive to wind effects, causing Bragg-scale waves
formed in response to wind stress over water surface resulting in stronger backscatter over
water and affecting the bimodality of the histograms, thus it will make it more difficult to
separate the effects of noise floor from wind effects.

Results demonstrate that at the incidence angles that were evaluated, the thresholds
calculated for SWD from simulated RCM data are not close to the noise floor in medium-
resolution mode for HH, HV and CP polarizations and thus can be used for SWD. With
high-resolution mode RCM data, the results suggest that the thresholds calculated from
the HH polarization are well above the noise floor. However, this was not the case for
the HV and compact polarizations. The Emergency Geomatics Service at CCRS/CCMEO,
which has the mandate for flood response mapping for the Government of Canada, have
reported no noise floor problems when using the RCM dual-polarization data for surface
water mapping [47].

4.2. Wetland Classification and Change Detection

Land cover maps provide users with a bird’s eye view of the various ecotypes present
within a region of interest and can include information on wetland type and extent. De-
pending on the temporal, spatial, and class-level detail required for various management
and monitoring efforts, different types of classification approaches may be utilized. For
example, products that depict wetland status at the regional scale, required by agencies
such as USFWS or ECCC, do not require the level of detail that would be needed for
local management of waterfowl habitat within a particular wildlife preservation area.
As such, several approaches for generating classified wetland maps are presented in the
following sections.

4.2.1. Multi-Sensor, Multi-Temporal Approach

Highly detailed maps are sometimes necessary for monitoring specific wetland plant
species, such as the invasive Phragmites australis and Typha spp., which have colonized
vast expanses of coastal Lake Huron, Lake Erie, and Lake Michigan. Millions of dollars
have been spent attempting to control Phragmites in the Great Lakes region [48]. Saginaw
Bay, located within the state of Michigan, has been especially hard hit, with monotypic
stands over one-kilometer-wide stretching along the southern and eastern coasts of the bay.
Significant efforts to control the invasive stands with combinations of mowing, burning,
and chemical treatment have occurred within the last several years. Remote sensing-based
monitoring leveraging the multi-sensor, multi-temporal approach have been implemented
with high-resolution imagery available from the WorldView constellation and RADARSAT-2.

The general procedure for creating such maps, outlined in [15], involves using training
data, typically generated by image interpreters using high resolution aerial or satellite im-
ages, and validation data, gathered in the field via a stratified random sampling approach,
to classify an image stack using the Random Forests classifier [49]. This method has been
utilized for grasslands, boreal peatlands, and tropical alpine peatlands as well [50–52] and
tends to produce maps with overall accuracy above 85%. Utilization of RADARSAT-2 data,
which has approximately 6 cm wavelength as opposed to the 24 cm wavelength of L-band
SAR, limits the feasibility of mapping higher biomass woody wetland types because the
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shorter wavelength of C-band SAR does not have the same ability to penetrate canopy as
L-band, though careful selection of incidence angle and image capture date can produce
adequate accuracies (see Section 4.2.3). The limitations in mapping woody wetlands are
outweighed by the ability to identify some leading edges of invasive Phragmites, which can
overtake vast coastal wetland complexes in short order.

A 2018 classification using a Worldview-2 mosaic and multi-temporal Radarsat-2
imagery was generated for Saginaw Bay, MI. A mosaic of 17 May, 1 July, 14 August, 5
September 2018 Worldview-2 and 31 May, 18 July, 4 September 2018 Radarsat-2 imagery
used for classification. RADARSAT-2 images were all collected in FQ10W mode, which
provides FP data, were calibrated to sigma naught, speckle filtered using a 5 × 5 boxcar
filter, and terrain corrected using PCI Geomatica software. Validation data were collected
during several field visits conducted during the summer of 2018, and training data were
generated by inspecting the WorldView-2 imagery and digitizing training polygons.

The output map (Figure 5) has 78% overall accuracy, with high accuracies for tar-
geted wetland classes. Phragmites (PA = 91%, UA = 75%), Dead Phragmites (PA = 81%,
UA = 83%), and Typha (PA = 93%, UA = 94%) were all generally accurate, providing a
high-resolution, recent baseline map for managers to use to assess the efficacy of various
Phragmites control measures. Significant treatment occurred between 2016 and 2018, so
where data was available, maps could be created for both time periods and analyzed for
change. Figure 6 shows an example of the Hampton area in Saginaw Bay. By summer of
2016, the site was infested with Phragmites, which had taken over native wet meadows and
emergent vegetation. The area was treated with a combination of glyphosate and imazapyr
in Fall of 2016 and was later partially mowed in the winter of 2017.
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Figure 6. Maps of the Hampton site for (a) 2016, (b) 2017, and (c) 2018 based on Worldview-2 imagery.

These maps were produced from Worldview-2 imagery alone in Random Forests
at very high resolution (sub-meter) and are being used by the Saginaw Bay Cooperative
Invasive Species Management Area (SB-CISMA) and other stakeholders in applying an
adaptive management strategy to the control of invasive Phragmites. The team cut out the
agricultural areas and most non-wetland to produce these maps quickly based on the field
data collected in transects within the treatment sites and image interpretation. A total of 11
treatment areas have been monitored using the remote sensing approach described here
to augment field visits. Table 4 shows the results of the remote sensing-based monitoring
approach, showing the change in Phragmites extent for each treatment location.

Treatment efficacy varied from site to site, but the results show an overall decrease of
89% of total infestation area 1–3 years post-treatment. Continued remote sensing-based
monitoring will help provide managers with the ability to assess treatment types to develop
optimal protocols to limit Phragmites expansion and decrease overall Phragmites coverage.

While the multi-temporal, multi-sensor approach generally produces the most ac-
curate, high-resolution products that can distinguish wetland vegetation at the species
level, it is not ideal for all circumstances. The process is time consuming, as it requires
significant human input in the form of high-quality training and validation data. The use of
multi-temporal data, while helpful for identifying subtle changes in phenology that can dif-
ferentiate vegetation type, reduces the ability to detect short-term changes. An object-based
image analysis (OBIA) approach is being utilized to address some of these limitations.
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Table 4. Summary of pre- and post- treatment Phragmites extent as measured using high-resolution classification approach
of Worldview-2.

Site
Pre-Treatment Post-Treatment Percent

ChangeYear Mapped Area (ha) Phragmites Extent (ha) Year Mapped Area (ha) Phragmites Extent (ha)

Callahan 2016 20.72 11.25 2018 21.03 5.5 −51
Crow Island 2016 71.23 30.2 2018 71.21 6.21 −79

Delta 2016 0.36 0.27 2017 0.34 0 −100
Dutch Creek 2016 139.59 27.7 2018 139.46 7.47 −73

Hampton 2016 237.36 127.73 2018 237.34 2.65 −98
JC Airport 2016 4.98 2.31 2018 4.97 0.18 −92
Pine River 2016 2.2 0.57 2018 2.2 0 −100
Saganing

North 2015 14.48 1.19 2018 14.45 0.06 −95

Saganing
South 2015 0.76 0.21 2018 0.76 0 −100

Ted Putz Park 2015 1.51 0.69 2018 1.52 0.02 −97
Vanderbilt

Park 2016 24.57 15.97 2018 24.58 2.78 −83

Total 517.8 218.09 517.8 24.87 −89

4.2.2. OBIA Classification Approach

An OBIA approach using expert knowledge and high resolution remotely-sensed data
was applied to generate accurate map products of the Great Lakes coastal landscape and to
provide a baseline for monitoring changes in these coastal regions. This approach has been
used for mapping geomorphic landforms [53], urban infrastructure [54], wetlands [55],
and surface waters [56] and expands on existing wetland and landscape mapping efforts,
such as that described in Section 4.2.1, by leveraging sub-meter resolution stereo pairs
acquired by DigitalGlobe/MAXAR and digital surface models (DSM) derived from these
images. The DSMs provide height information for separating vegetation into various height
strata and communities such as forest and scrub/shrub. Successfully classified image
objects contain attributes that label a given feature, e.g., forest, and includes the spatial
extent, height, and observation date from the imagery. Wetland and upland vegetation
features include detailed attributes for vegetation height, extent, community, and the
spatial neighborhood relationship to other land cover features.

The image object attributes based on the imagery bands and spectral indices such
as normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) were used to classify the imagery into
water and land features. Water was identified using thresholds on low near-infrared (NIR)
values and NDVI. The remaining unclassified areas represent land features; these features
were segmented again to separate non-vegetated features using low NDVI values from
vegetated features using high NDVI values. The low NDVI values (NDVI < 0) used for
identifying non-vegetated features successfully classified urban infrastructure such as
roadways, parking structures, buildings, and barren areas such as exposed rock formations.
The vegetation class was further refined using the DSM and associated height values to
map different vegetation communities.

Stereo-derived DSMs were used in this project to map features based on height
values. Stereo image pairs were used to create DSMs for each satellite image pair. The
DSMs represent the height of features above WGS84 Ellipsoid. We compared the DSMs
to lidar-derived DSMs and discovered a vertical offset between the stereo-derived and
lidar-derived DSMs. This vertical offset needed to be accounted for to compare DSMS
across different image acquisitions. The vertical offset was constant across the stereo DSM
scene but arbitrary in value. To address this issue, we align the stereo-derived DSM results
to known ground reference points in the NAVD88 vertical datum. The reference points that
were used must be dispersed across each scene and occur in open areas (open fields, along
roadways, other open areas). Where lidar data was available, the bare-earth DEM was used
to adjust the stereo-derived DSMs to align directly with the lidar DEM. Reference points
under closed canopy, near buildings, or near water were removed to avoid misalignment.
For areas that did not have lidar data, we used National Geodetic Survey (NGS) points to
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adjust for the vertical offset. The NGS are well-distributed spatially but less ideal because
there are fewer points and many occur on roadways. The adjusted DSMs were normalized
prior to being incorporated into the OBIA process.

The DSMs were normalized so that elevation values in the layer represent the height
of features relative to the ground. The adjusted DSMs were normalized using lidar-derived
DEMs or leaf-off stereo-derived DSMs to produce normalized digital surface models
(nDSM). The lidar-derived normalized nDSM was created by subtracting the DSM from
the DEM. In areas lacking lidar data, we used adjusted leaf-off DSMs as the DEM to create
nDSMs. The leaf-off DSMs were found to closely represent terrain in areas with non-woody
stem vegetation or deciduous canopy cover. We used leaf-off DSMs acquired during
the same year or within one year of the DSM’s acquisition date to create the nDSMs by
subtracting the leaf-on DSM from the leaf-off DSM. The resulting nDSMs were an essential
data layer for classifying the vegetation height classes and their associated communities
using an OBIA approach.

The OBIA approach integrated the imagery and nDSMs to map nine land cover
classes: low vegetation, medium vegetation, tall vegetation, water, non-vegetated, aquatic
vegetation, and emergent, scrub/shrub, and forested wetland (Figure 7). The water class
was mapped using the optical data and low NIR values (<100). Non-vegetated areas were
mapped using low NDVI values (<0) while vegetation classes were mapped using high
NDVI values (>0) and height thresholds for low (<2 m), medium (<5 m), and tall (>5 m).
These vegetation classes were then used as the basis for mapping wetland classes. Wetland
areas within the classification were identified by using a threshold of the topographic
position index (TPI). TPI is a layer derived from a DEM that is useful for identifying
depressional features (e.g., wetlands). These depressions combined with wetland data
mapped by MTRI allowed us to divide the vegetated classes into upland and wetland
classes. Low vegetation within a wetland was classified as emergent wetland, medium
vegetation was classified as scrub/shrub, and tall vegetation was classified as forested
wetland. Aquatic vegetation or floating vegetation was mapped by comparing changes in
the land cover classes between different dates of imagery acquisition.

Change detection was performed by comparing the wetland classifications from differ-
ent dates to produce gain, loss, and no change wetland layers (Figure 8). The classification
was stored as vector polygons with class and extent attributes. The classified image objects
from one date were intersected with the classified image objects from a different date. If the
class in all or a portion of an image object matches the intersecting class of another image
object, the area is reclassified as no change. If the intersecting image object class covers a
lower areal extent, it is reclassified as loss while an intersecting image object class with a
larger areal extent is reclassified as gain. This comparison enabled us to identify aquatic or
floating vegetation by labeling water objects that changed to vegetation objects as aquatic
vegetation. We compared the classifications for the Duluth area based on WorldView3
(DigitalGlobe) optical data and derived DSMs acquired in April, June, and August 2016.
While the comparison showed very little change between most land cover classes, we
found that the extent of the aquatic vegetation doubled in area from 4.5 ac to 9.6 ac between
June and August 2016.

The OBIA approach was applied to a larger spatial extent using the Great Lakes
Coastal Wetland Inventory (GLCWI) from the Great Lakes Coastal Wetland Consortium
(https://www.glc.org). The approach integrated the multispectral imagery, DSMs, and
lidar-derived DEMs to create forested, scrub/shrub, and low vegetation classes using
multiple height thresholds: Forested (>2 m), scrub/shrub (0.5 m < 2 m), and low vegetation
(<0.5 m). The GLCWI polygons were used to summarize the vegetation classes in each
polygon as forested, scrub/shrub, and emergent wetland classes. While the areal extent
of each wetland polygon was used to summarize the area (ha) and percent cover for each
class (Figure 9). The OBIA process was readily transferable to each scene and used to batch
process the Western Lake Superior region imagery (n = 622).

https://www.glc.org
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The Western Lake Superior region imagery was processed in batch and parallel
using eCognition Developer (Trimble). These results were then manually reviewed and
used to construct bar plots showing wetland area for the range of dates in the imagery
archive and all of the wetland polygons (n = 192) in the Western Lake Superior region
(Figure 10). The Western Lake Superior region had 188,430 unique wetland polygons that
cover 13,928.6 ha. This wetland product was created to integrate an existing wetland
product used by stakeholders with up-to-date, value-added information. The next phase of
the project will extend the wetland mapping to the entire basin and all GLCWI polygons.
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Figure 10. Wetland classes were mapped for GLCWI polygons in over 25 dates in the Western Lake Superior region.
Emergent wetlands increased at the beginning of the growing season and decreased by the end of the season for the 2016
and 2017 datasets.
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4.2.3. SAR Based Classification Approach

While the classification approaches above show that optical imagery can be used
to aid in accurately classifying wetlands, cloud cover often prohibits their use during
critical times throughout the growing season. In addition to its sensitivity to moisture and
structure conditions of wetland vegetation, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has the ability
to penetrate clouds and collect data regardless of sun-illumination conditions. However,
models based on SAR data alone are sometimes not able to achieve acceptable wetland
classification accuracies, though sometimes accuracies can be improved by including a
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and or Digital Surface Model (DSM) [29].

We tested RADARSAT-2 SAR data alone or in combination with a DEM/DSM to
determine if it could be used to accurately classify the most common and spatially exten-
sive wetland types throughout the Great Lakes basin. To do this, we constructed multiple
Random Forest models with SAR data alone and in combination with a DEM/DSM
and evaluated whether differences were statistically significant based on the McNemar’s
Test [57]. Models were also constructed with single and multi-angle SAR data, as well as
imagery from the spring, summer, or both to determine if multi-angle or multi-temporal
data improved wetland classification. These models were all constructed with and without
the DEM/DSM to determine whether these data improved accuracies. The aforementioned
models were then re-run using simulated compact polarimetric (CP) RADARSAT Con-
stellation Mission data (RCM) instead of RADARSAT-2. This allowed us to compare FP
to CP data and to determine if the loss of polarimetric data in the CP mode, as well as
the higher noise-equivalent sigma zero (NESZ) on RCM data, will affect the accuracy of
wetland classifications.

To assess how multi-temporal data and acquisition timing affected classification
accuracy, different models were constructed based on (1) spring (April/May), (2) summer
(July), and (3) the combination of spring and summer data. Six land cover classes were
included in the summer and spring and summer classifications: (i) water; (ii) shallow water;
(iii) marsh; (iv) swamp; (v) agriculture/non-forested; and (vi) forest (Table 5). For all spring
models, however, the shallow water class was not included due to a lack of vegetation at
that time (i.e., these areas consisted only of open water).

Table 5. Description of the land cover classes included in this research and number of training and
validation samples.

Land Cover Description Training
Sample

Validation
Sample Total

Water All water bodies. 274 183 457

Shallow Water
Transitional zones between marshes and lakes that
became densely vegetated by aquatic/emergent

vegetation during the growing season.
59 39 98

Marsh Wetlands dominated by emergent vegetation
(sedges, rushes and/or reeds). 141 94 235

Swamp All wetlands containing 30% or more tall woody
vegetation, including shrubs/trees. 178 119 297

Agriculture/Non-
Forested

All lands used for agricultural production and all
other non-forested uplands. 313 209 522

Forest Stands of coniferous and/or deciduous trees. 155 103 258

Total 1120 747 1867

Training and validation points were created by randomly distributing 500 points
evenly throughout the entire study area. Afterward, each point was labelled as one of the
six land cover classes based on a combination of field visits, and visual interpretation of
UAV, WorldView, and Landsat imagery acquired between 2016–2018 in the spring, summer
and fall. To sample each land cover class proportionally, additional training points were
added by manually drawing polygons, randomly distributing points within them, and
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assigning each point an appropriate class label. 60% of these data were used as training
data, while the remaining 40% were reserved for validation. Additional details on the
training and validation methodology can be found in [57].

RADARSAT-2 imagery was acquired at both relatively steep (23.3–25.3◦ FQ5W beam
mode) and shallow (36.4–38◦ FQ17W beam mode) incidence angles, twice throughout
the growing season of 2016 (FQ5W: 1 May and 12 July, FQ17W: 27 April and 8 July)
to assess how multi-angle data and acquisition timing affected classification accuracy.
Previous research has shown steep incidence angles are better able to detect moisture
and/or open water [58,59], whereas shallow incidence angles can more accurately map
vegetation phenology, height and density [60]. The imagery was acquired to represent
conditions before and after leaf-out to investigate optimal image timing to separate the
classes considered here.

PCI Geomatica 2017 was used to process the RADARSAT-2 imagery, including cal-
ibration to sigma-naught, speckle filtering, and orthorectification. Variables included in
the classification models were generated and stored in one multi-channel file (Table 6).
Simulated RCM data was generated as described in Section 4.1.2. For this study, the simu-
lated RCM data were not resampled to the nominal pixel spacing of the RCM beam modes.
Instead, the same pixel spacing as the RADARSAT-2 data was used to avoid additional
filtering (13.6 and 8.9 m for the FQ5W and FQ17W data). In instances where both beam
modes were used in the model, the FQ17W was re-sampled to match pixel spacing of the
FQ5W data.

Table 6. List of variables used as inputs to Random Forests, derived from quad pol RADARSAT-2 imagery (FP), simulated
compact pol data (Simulated CP), and DEM/DSM data.

FP Simulated CP DEM/DSM

1–3 HH, HV and VV Intensity 1–4 Stokes Vectors: S0, S1, S2, S3 1 DEM

4 Total Power (SPAN) 5–6 Shannon Entropy: Intensity and
Polarimetry 2 Slope

5 HH/VV Intensity 7–10 RH, RV, RR, and RL Intensity 3 Aspect

6 HV/HH Intensity 11 RH-RV Correlation Coefficient 4 Catchment Area

7 HV/VV Intensity 12–14 m-chi Decomposition: Double,
Volume and Surface Scattering 5 Convergence Index

8 Pedestal Height 15 Cloude AlphaS 6 Valley Depth

9 HH-VV Phase Difference 16 Degree of Polarization 7 Channel Network Base Level

10–13 HH, VV: Magnitude, Phase, Rea,
Imaginary or Correlation Coefficient 17 Relative Phase 8 Slope Length Gradient Factor

14–16 Freeman Durden: Double, Volume,
Surface 18 Conformity 9 Catchment Slope

17–20 Cloude-Pottier: Entropy, Anisotropy,
Alpha, Beta 19 Circular Polarization ratio 10 Modified Catchment Area

21–35
Touzi Decomposition: Dominant,

Secondary, Tertiary: Psi, Eigenvalue,
Alpha-S, Phase, Helicity

11 SAGA Wetness Index

36–39
Touzi Discriminators: Maximum,

Minimum Difference, Polarization
Response

12 Topographic Wetness Index

40–41 Shannon Entropy: Intensity and
Polarimetry 13 Relative Slope Position

14 Vertical Distance to Channel
Network

15 DEM Ruggedness

16 DSM

17 Terrain Ruggedness
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The MNRF DEM and DSM data (Land Information Ontario) were created using 20 cm
stereo orthophotos acquired between 2013 and 2015. Only the vertical accuracies of the
DSM were reported, which differed by topography and land cover type. For example,
the accuracies were ±15 m for open fields and ±6.36 m for deciduous trees at the 95%
confidence level [61]. To remove noise over the water we applied the approach described
in Behnamian et al. [40]. From these data, several derivatives were generated using the
System for Automated Geoscientific Analyses (SAGA).

To classify all of the RADARSAT-2 and simulated RCM data we used the random-
Forests package in R [62,63]. For all models, 1000 trees were produced, and default settings
were used to calculate the number of variables tested at each node and the final number of
nodes to be created. Complete details and justification for these processing parameters can
be found in [29,57,64].

Four different metrics were used to assess model accuracy: (i) independent overall
accuracy (proportion of all validation points that were correctly classified), (ii) independent
overall accuracy of wetlands (proportion of all validation points for wetlands that were
correctly classified), (iii) user’s accuracy (for each class, the proportion of points classified
correctly), and (iv) producer’s accuracy (for each class the proportion of points classified
correctly divided by the number of validation points for that same class). To determine the
statistical significance between the classification results, the McNemar’s test with a 95%
confidence interval was applied [65]. For complete details on the data and methodology
readers are referred to [57].

No Random Forest model based on a single SAR image was able to produce high
accuracies (≥~80%) for all classes (Figure 11). The addition of high-resolution DEM and
DSM data resulted in statistically significant improvements in model accuracy in all cases,
however, only models based on the FQ5W spring and FQ17W spring images in combination
with DEM and DSM data achieved per-class user’s and producer’s accuracies above 80%.
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Figure 11. User’s (UA) and producer’s (PA) accuracies for water (W), shallow water (SW), marsh
(M), swamp (S), forest (F), and agriculture/non-forested (A) for models based on single QP (blue),
CP medium (orange), or CP high resolution (green) images for classifications using (a)spring image
collected at steep incidence angle, (b) spring image collected at shallow incidence angle, (c) summer
image collected at steep incidence angle, and (d) summer image collected at shallow incidence angle.
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For models based on single SAR images, those constructed with the simulated RCM
CP data achieved significantly lower accuracies than those constructed with RADARSAT-
2 FP data, however, following the addition of DEM/DSM data, accuracies were more
comparable between models based on simulated CP and FP data. This suggests that with
CP data, more information from a variety of different sources, are required to obtain the
same accuracies as those achieved with FP data. Additionally, medium resolution CP
models generally had higher accuracies compared to high resolution CP models. These
results were not surprising given the higher NESZ value of the high-resolution mode data.

For models based on FP data, accuracies improved significantly when multi-temporal
data (two or four images) were used as inputs to Random Forests. In fact, all models using
multi-temporal (spring and summer) FP imagery achieved high accuracies (≥80%) for all
classes, regardless of whether generated with data acquired at steep or shallow incidence
angles (Figure 12). These findings are consistent with others that similarly concluded using
multi-temporal SAR data improved wetland classification [22,64], and can be explained
by the fact that similar backscatter characteristics were observed for multiple classes in
either spring or summer, making them difficult to separate at those times. For example,
the marsh and swamp classes had comparable proportions of double-bounce and volume
scattering in the spring, however, those proportions differed in the summer (Figure 12).
Consequently, by including both spring and summer RADARAT-2 imagery, separability
between both classes improved. Similar results were observed for shallow water and
agriculture/non-forested, which were more confused in the summer than in the spring.
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(F), and agriculture/non-forested (A) for models based on multi-angle/multi-temporal QP (blue), CP medium (orange),
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Notably, for models based on multi-angle/multi-temporal data, the addition of the
DEM/DSM only improved accuracies in some cases (overall accuracies improved by 1–21%
for all models). For those based on simulated CP data, however, accuracies increased
significantly in almost all cases, further demonstrating the importance of this additional
information source for achieving comparable accuracies to the FP data. Exceptions included
models based on two summer images and models based on all four CP images, for which
accuracies were already high, and therefore a statistically significant difference was not
observed following the addition of the DEM and DSM.

In most cases models based on medium resolution CP data had higher accuracies than
those based on high-resolution CP data. However, this difference was on average less than
5% for all classes, except shallow water. This is as a result of the NESZ value of RCM data,
in addition to fewer training and validation points, which caused additional confusion
with agriculture/non-forest. Future RCM data users should consider the fact that both the
medium and high-resolution beam modes have the same swath width, so one may be more
advantageous than the other.

Results demonstrated that high classification accuracies could be achieved for the
wetland classes in the Bay of Quinte with just multi-angle/temporal SAR data, and in
some cases with just one SAR image, DEM and DSM data. For CP data, both multi-angle
and multi-temporal data were needed to obtain acceptable classification accuracies for
all classes. The addition of a DEM/DSM increased model accuracies significantly in all
cases when only single SAR images were used, and in some cases with multi-angle/multi-
temporal data. Results suggest that RCM data shows promise to classify wetlands with
high accuracy. The high-revisit period of RCM will allow users to take advantage of
multi-temporal and multi-angle data, both of which have been demonstrated as necessary
to achieve high accuracies for all the classes evaluated here. These results will need to
be verified with actual RCM data, especially since the NESZ values used to generate the
simulated data were based on estimates.

4.2.4. SAR Based Change Detection Approach

In order to help prepare for the launch of RCM and determine its potential for map-
ping and monitoring wetland change we used simulated CP RCM data using the same
simulation package described earlier in the medium resolution StripMap 16 m mode and
compared it to FP RADARSAT-2 data in the Bay of Quinte, Ontario Canada. In this study,
site there were three wetlands classes: (1) shallow water, (2) marsh, and (3) swamp. We ap-
plied the multi-temporal change detection method described in [24] to the FP RADARSAT-2
and the simulated CP RCM data. We then compared the sensitivity of each dataset to multi-
temporal changes in wetlands and discussed how the amount of polarimetric information
and NESZ values may have affected the results.

Single look complex (SLC), fully polarimetric (FP) RADARSAT-2 images from the
spring and summer of 2016 were used in this study (3 April, 27 April, 14 June, 8 July,
25 August). All images were acquired in the FQ17W beam mode at 37.2◦ incidence angle
in the ascending look direction. By using the same type of imagery, we were able to ensure
that none of the changes we detected were from differences in the imaging geometry, but
rather from changes vegetation, water level, or soil moisture. All wetlands in the study
area were labelled as shallow water, marsh, or swamp. Descriptions of the classes are
provided in Table 5. RADARSAT-2 and simulated RCM data were processed as described
in Section 4.2.3.

Python code from [66] was used to apply a multi-temporal change detection method
to all imagery. There were three main steps in the processing method: (1) estimate the
Equivalent Number of Looks (ENL) for each coherency matrix, (2) co-register all of the
matrices (stored as multi-channel files), and (3) detect the multi-temporal changes. There
were also three raster outputs from the code, representing: (1) the timing of the first change,
(2) the timing of the last change, and (3) the frequency of change.
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Field data was not available to determine the cause of change. Instead, expert knowl-
edge and mean intensity values, double-bounce, volume, and surface scattering contribu-
tions from the Freeman-Durden decomposition for 1000 randomly selected pixels for each
wetland class were used to interpret the results. Note that because the same processing
was applied to both the FP and CP data, we assumed that any differences in the changes
detected between the two datasets were as a result of the differences in information content
and NESZ values only. For more complete details about the data processing method readers
are referred to [24].

Timing of First Change

Both FP and CP data were able to detect changes within the wetlands throughout
the growing season, but the timing and frequency of changes between the two differed
(Figure 13). In some cases, the FP data was able to detect the first change in the growing
season earlier than CP data (Figure 13a). For example, on 27 April the FP data recorded
that 36 pixels in the shallow water class had changed in comparison to only 7 with the CP
data. The same trend was observed for the marsh and swamp classes. On 27 April, change
was detected for 253 pixels with the FP data for the marsh class, while change was only
detected for 113 pixels with the CP data. On the same date, the FP data indicated that 148
pixels had changed in the swamp class, but the CP data only detected a change in 12 pixels
(Figure 13a).
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Capacity to detect change in the shallow water class was linked to several factors,
including the combined effects of the size, shape, orientation, abundance and or spatial
distribution of vegetation. Visual interpretation of WorldView data demonstrated that
early season growth of lily pads, cattails and reeds (identified in some areas by June 6th)
could not be detected in either the FP or CP data. It was theorized that this was due to the
vegetation being relatively short in stature and low in density, resulting in predominant
specular reflection and low backscatter returns, thus values were similar to the open water
that was present beforehand (Figure 14). As the growing season progressed however,
contributions of double-bounce scattering increased and the change from open water to
vegetation was eventually detected in some cases by July 8th (Figure 14). July 8th was
also the time when the first change was detected in a majority of cases for the marsh class.
This is similarly attributed to growth to the increase in size and density of live cattails
among a dense mat of senescent vegetation (mostly cattails). In contrast, the first change
detected in a majority of cases for swamp was earlier in the season on June 14th. This
change is attributable to the leaf out of the canopy, resulting in a significant decrease
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in the contribution of double bounce scattering (Figure 14). This occurred because of
increased signal attenuation at the top of the canopy, preventing penetration to the flooded
trunks below.
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Timing of Last Change

In many cases, the FP data was able to detect changes at a later date compared to the
CP data. For the shallow water class, change was detected for 865 pixels with the FP data
on 25 August, but a last change was only detected for 784 pixels on this date with the CP
data. The same was true for the marsh class, with change being detected for 463 pixels with
the FP data on 25 August, compared to 254 with the CP data. In the case of the shallow
water class, there was an increase in the intensity of the double-bounce backscatter from 8
July to 25 August, likely due to continued growth in the size and density of vegetation. For
the marsh class, there was a large decrease in mean double-bounce values between July 8th
and August 25th. This is likely due to increased attenuation within an increasingly dense
vegetation canopy, thus resulting in volume scattering becoming the dominant contributor
to total power (Figure 14). This decline in double-bounce scattering could also be due
to lower water levels, which was confirmed with water level loggers in a few locations
throughout the study area (e.g., decreases of of 2.47 and 1.98 m were observed at two
different locations between 8 May to 8 July). This would have led to an increase in the path
length between the signal and water level, leading to greater attenuation within the canopy.

Interestingly, for the swamp class, the first change detected on June 14th was also the
last statistically significant change in the time series in a majority of cases, and this was
observed with both the FP and the CP data (Figure 13). Results from the Freeman-Durden
decomposition indicated that there was a large decrease in double-bounce backscattering
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(10 dB) from 27 April to 14 June (Figure 14). After this date double-bounce scattering had
the lowest contribution to total power and volume scattering had the highest (Figure 14).
This is again, likely due to the leafing out of the canopy preventing the radar signal from
reaching the ground, resulting in an increase in volume scattering [67,68], though it is also
possible that some swamps dried up throughout the growing season.

Frequency of Change

For all three wetland classes, the FP radar data detected a higher frequency of changes
compared to the CP data. For the shallow water class, two changes were observed for
the majority of pixels with both the FP and CP data. However, there were two changes
detected in 668 pixels with the FP data and only 577 with the CP data. When we compared
the number of pixels that had only changed once the CP data had 144 more compared to
the FP data. For the marsh class, two changes were observed for most pixels (440) with the
FP data, but only one change for most pixels (648) with the CP data. While both the FP and
CP data only had one change for most of the pixels in the swamp class, 181 pixels for the
CP data also had no change.

Differences between the FP and CP Data Change Detection Results

As noted earlier, FP RADARSAT-2 data provide complete target information, whereas
CP data only provides only partial target information. This, together with the lower NESZ
of the FP data, explains why the FP SAR being able to detect changes both earlier and later
in the growing season, as well as a higher frequency of changes (Figure 10). However,
when we quantitatively compared the change detection results between the FP and CP
SAR data, there was greater than 90% agreement for all three wetland classes (Table 7). The
shallow water class had the highest percentage agreement for the first change, last change,
and frequency of change. The swamp class had the lowest percent agreement for the first
(92.2%) and the last change (93.1%).

Table 7. Percentage of Agreement between the Multitemporal Change Detection Results of FP and
CP SAR (adapted from [24]).

Change Percentage of
Agreement (%)

Average Percentage
of Agreement (%)

Shallow Water
First 98.9

98.4Last 99.6
Frequency 96.8

Marsh
First 95.9

95.6Last 98.6
Frequency 92.2

Swamp
First 92.2

92.5Last 93.1
Frequency 92.2

These results demonstrate the potential of RCM data to be used to detect changes in
wetlands. Results indicated that the simulated RCM data was less sensitive to detecting
the first change, last change and frequency of changes compared to RADARSAT-2 due
to incomplete target information and a higher NESZ value. However, there was greater
than 90% agreement for all three wetland classes included in this study. Future research is
needed to validate these results using real RCM data.

4.3. Multi-Temporal Vegetation Elevation and Ecosystem Models

DigitalGlobe imagery, available under the NGA NextView license, is available in
large quantities providing high temporal frequency and great levels of detail. The Digi-
talGlobe fleet includes the WorldView sensors which have the capability to collect stereo
imagery. Stereo pairs image the same location from different angles, typically within
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seconds, enabling the development of high-resolution digital surface models (DSMs). The
DSMs represent the elevation of the vegetation canopy, as opposed to the height of the
ground represented by standard Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). The DSM products
are useful individually when combined with accurate DEM information, providing in-
sight into vegetation canopy height, which can be used to distinguish trees, shrubs, and
emergent vegetation. When multiple DSMs are available for a single location, it is pos-
sible to assess changes in vegetation characteristics, allowing researchers and managers
to explore the cause of the changes (e.g., development, water level changes, invasion by
non-native plants).

A significant challenge when dealing with basin-wide high resolution stereo coverage
is the ability to store and process the data. This task, handled by SharedGeo, required
specific hardware and software infrastructure. Local computers, servers, and internet
connections were installed at SharedGeo and the University of Minnesota to support data
storage and transfer. Storage was upgraded to over 200 TB to accommodate imagery as
it arrived.

The tool used for creating digital surface models from satellite imagery was SETSM
photogrammetric software [69], which is known to work well in the supercomputing
environment. We evaluated the differences between running SETSM at 2 m versus 50 cm
and also comparing the output to Ames Stereo Pipeline (ASP) [70] for the same scenes.
Observations showed that the 50 cm outputs perform better in terms of missing a fewer
number of small tree clumps compared to the 2 m SETSM output. However, we chose to
continue running SETSM at 2 m due to processing constraints and file size considerations
with 50 cm output.

The process we used for working with SETSM and its output in the supercomputing
environment was developed by the Polar Geospatial Center (PGC) at the University of
Minnesota (U of MN) [71]. By using this process, we took advantage of their experience and
our outputs would be compatible with those produced by PGC and others for other parts
of the globe. PGC cooperated with this project by providing post-processing of the SETSM
output. We met frequently with the Polar Geospatial Center at the U of MN to coordinate,
share strategies and avoid duplication of work, especially during the last 6 months as
we examined and evaluated outputs together and found ways to improve processes. For
example, we found that 50 cm tests on Blue Waters showed that for full scenes SETSM is
running out of memory; this appears solvable with code changes that we plan to explore
further. SharedGeo staff also assisted PGC in improving the job scripts to be more robust
and reduce the number of errors and wasted computer time.

The amount of computation required to produce the surface models needed for this
project was massive. It takes roughly 12 h on average for SETSM to produce a 2 m DSM for
a single stamp pair. As we had tens to hundreds of thousands of stamp pairs to process, we
needed a massive amount computer time, certainly more than SharedGeo could assemble
locally or in the cloud, and more than what was reasonable to run at the Minnesota
Supercomputing Institute at the University of Minnesota. The project team was awarded a
grant with the help of the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources of 540,000 node
hours of computer time on the NSF funded Blue Waters petascale supercomputer through
the Great Lakes Consortium for Petascale Computation [72,73]. The massive amount of
data ingested required an additional 495,000 node hours after the first phase. By using
various charge rate breaks such as running interruptible jobs and taking advantage of
times when Blue Waters was underutilized, we were able to process 107,000 stamp pairs in
812,000 charged node hours on Blue Waters.

Imagery acquired from DigitalGlobe is indexed using “catalog IDs”. Two catalog IDs
with spatial and temporal overlap can be used as a stereo pair which is the required input
to produce a DSM. We obtained over 10,200 catalog IDs (5100 stereo pairs) from Digital
Globe, covering 4,900,000 sq.km. in the primary study area in the Great Lakes Basin. In
total, this includes over 13,000 stereo pairs covering over 14,400,000 sq.km. with acquisition
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dates primarily ranging from 2012–2018 with scattered coverage back to 2002 adding up to
100 TB of data (Figure 15).
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Each DigitalGlobe stereo pair is made up of roughly 8 stamp pairs. We produced
over 107,000 of 2 m surface models (DSMs) from the DigitalGlobe stamp pairs. The PGC
post-processing procedure combines the stamps back into strips and filters out unreliable
areas in the data, such as areas obscured by clouds. PGC has continued to improve the
filtering process and move it from Matlab licensed code to Python which may allow us to
incorporate it into a workflow that is transportable to other systems that leverage open-
source software. Analysis of multi-temporal DSM outputs has shown the utility of using
them to detect changes in vegetation height and other anthropogenic changes. The example
below shows changes between winter and late spring acquisition dates (Figure 16).

In the winter leaf-off scene the ground between the trees was visible and was the
main feature detected for determining the elevation. In the late spring, the canopy (where
present) obscured the ground from view as was detected as an increase in elevation.
Figure 15 shows both the blue increase in elevation from the tree canopy change from
leaf-off to leaf-on, but also anthropogenic change, determined to be mining activity, as the
red area in the center.

Evaluation of various DSMs found the root mean square error (RMSE) is in the range of
1.2–1.6 m. This means any change detection is better suited to large vegetation disturbances
and construction projects vs. smaller fluctuations such as water level changes. We also
found that the DSMs measure different things based on time of year. In particular, leaf
off vs. leaf on allows easy identification of deciduous forests, and provides the ability to
measure ground elevation in the leaf off scenes.

To this point, all available sub-meter, commercial optical satellite imagery for the
Great Lakes Basin have been processed and will continue to be processed to create surface
vegetation elevation models to two-meter resolution. Continued acquisitions have been
tasked to fill in the gaps and create summer and winter surface elevation models.
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4.4. InSAR Water Level Monitoring

High interferometric coherence may be maintained in inundated wetlands with repeat-
pass SAR observations due to the double-bounce scattering occurring between the water
surface and vertically oriented vegetation, thus permitting the generation of InSAR interfer-
ograms and reliable measurements of phase variations related to water level changes [74].
Fluctuating water levels in dynamic water bodies, such as the Great Lakes affect SAR
backscattering coefficients, InSAR coherence and interferograms over marshes [74]. Given
the high coherence and double-bounce scattering as main scattering mechanism in the
wetland, we theorize that the deformation is the result of water level changes. It is im-
portant to understand the potential to use InSAR to monitor water level fluctuations in
various wetland environments in the Great Lakes Basin. Although all polarizations can be
used to generate interferograms, previous studies [75] have shown that coherence values
are the highest for HH, followed by VV, and HV or VH being the lowest. Coherence in
wetlands is generally lower in acquisitions over two repeat cycles than that of one repeat
cycle for Radarsat-2 C-band data (24 days for one repeat cycle) [74]. As such, the small
baseline subset (SBAS) technique [76] may be exploited to use all the interferograms with
short temporal and spatial baselines for wetland water level studies [74,75]. To address
the objective of using InSAR to monitor wetland water level change in the Great Lakes
Basin, C-band SAR data of HH polarization from Radarsat-2 are investigated using the
SBAS based method to evaluate the suitability of InSAR in different wetland environments,
including shallow water, marsh and swamp in two study areas, Bay of Quinte, Ontario,
and Long Point, Ontario Canada.

For the Bay of Quinte study area (Figure 17a), readers are referred to the description
of the Bay of Quinte above. Nine scenes of Radarsat-2 FQ5W mode, eight scenes of
Radarsat-2 FQ17W, seven scenes of Radarsat-2 U7W2 mode were collected. The FQ5W and
FQ17W datasets were quad polarized (HH, HV, VV, VH) while the U7W2 data was single
polarized (HH).
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The Long Point study area is located on the Canadian side of Lake Erie in Ontario
(Figure 17b), and encompasses Turkey Point (TP), the National Wildlife Area at Big Creek
(BC), the Long Point Provincial Park and Crown Marsh at Old Cut (OC), and the National
Wildlife Area at Thoroughfare (TH). Both shallow water and marsh wetland types were
considered in this site. Marsh is the dominant wetland type in Long Point, characterized by
an interspersion of marsh meadow and emergent aquatic vegetation, primarily dominated
by cattail and/or common reed (Phragmites australis). Both cattail and Phragmites are
normally 2–3 m tall and are capable of forming dense stands. Seven scenes of Radarsat-2
FQ1W mode, eight scenes of Radarsat-2 FQ18W, eight scenes of Radarsat-2 U23W2 mode
were collected. The FQ1W and FQ18W datasets were quad polarized (HH, HV, VV, VH)
while the U23W2 data was single polarized (HH). Only the data of HH polarization from
Radarsat-2 acquired within 24 days was evaluated.

Solinst water level loggers were installed in two locations in the marsh and two
locations in the swamp in Bay of Quinte (Figure 17a), and three locations in the marsh
in Long Point (Figure 17b). Water level measurements from loggers were collected from
April to November in 2018 to validate InSAR measurements. In Long Point, the water
levels over three locations near Turkey Point also provided information for investigating
the sensitivity of InSAR measurements to changes in the elevation and direction of flow of
water for transects running from south to north and from southwest to northeast.

Traditional differential InSAR (D-InSAR) processing was applied first to produce
D-InSAR measurements. This procedure included co-registering and resampling all the
InSAR images from one orbit (same polarization and incidence angle) to the same reference
image, generating differential interferograms, and phase unwrapping using the Minimum
Cost Flow algorithm [77] with a reference point. All InSAR processing was performed
using GAMMA software. Multi-looking and resampling were applied to make all products
of U7W2 at 10 m, FQ5W and FQ17W at 30 m for Bay of Quinte study area, and U23W2 at
10 m, FQ1W and FQ18W at 30 m for Long Point study area. Then coherence analysis was
conducted to evaluate the quality of interferograms over different wetland types, and the
influence of various incidence angles and resolutions on the coherence. Finally, water level
change was extracted using SBAS methods.

In the coherence analysis, average coherence values were calculated for different
wetland types. In Bay of Quinte, the coherence was calculated over the polygons containing
shallow water (labeled as “Water”), and marsh vegetation composed primarily of cattail
(labeled as “Cattail”), and swamp vegetation composed primarily of woody plants (labeled
as “Swamp”). In Long Point, the coherence was calculated over the shallow water (labeled
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as “Water”), and marsh vegetation composed of a mix of cattail and Phragmites (labeled as
“Cattail/Phragmites”), and marsh meadow dominated by grasses (labeled as “Grass”).

In the water level analysis, a coherence threshold of 0.3 was used to identify coherent
pixels in each coherence map, then the SBAS approach was applied to measure water
level changes observed in time series interferograms. In the SBAS analysis, the quality
interferograms from the same mode were used to form a network of subsets containing the
interferograms of small baselines, then the water level changes evolving over the time were
extracted using the singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm. Cumulative water level
calculated from the SBAS analysis only provided relevant information for those pixels with
high coherence and was then validated using in-situ measurements. A linear regression
was applied to model their relationship. R square and root mean square errors (RMSE)
were calculated to determine the significance of results.

Results for all four Radarsat-2 modes indicated that Cattail has higher coherence
values than Swamp and Water in Bay of Quinte. For example, average coherence values
were 0.55–0.69 for Cattail, 0.39–0.54 for Swamp, and 0.32–0.43 for Water (Table 8). Results
showed that coherence values varied in different swamp areas throughout the season. For
example, sparser canopies observed during April-May allows more penetration than the
denser canopies observed between June-October. Overall, both backscattering power and
coherence over swamp were higher in the early season than the later season.

Table 8. Average coherence from April to November, 2018 for wetlands in Bay of Quinte.

Mode Cattail Swamp Water

FQ5W 0.69 0.54 0.37
FQ17W 0.67 0.39 0.43
U7W2 0.55 0.41 0.34

Results in Long Point demonstrated that coherence from Cattail/Phragmites was
generally higher than that from Grass and Water in all three modes. For example, coherence
values were 0.72–0.77 for Cattail/Phragmites, 0.41–0.62 for grass, and 0.21–0.28 for shallow
water (Table 9).

Table 9. Average coherence from April to November, 2018 for wetlands in Long Point.

Mode Cattail/Phragmites Grass Water

FQ1W 0.77 0.41 0.25
FQ18W 0.77 0.62 0.28
U23W2 0.72 0.45 0.21

The results from the coherence analysis in both areas indicated that coherence in marsh
dominated by Cattail or Cattail/Phragmites remained the highest, followed by Grass, then
Swamp. Water had the lowest coherence. It seems that change in incidence angles and
resolution did not affect coherence in Cattail or Cattail/Phragmites dominated marsh,
although the small size of wetlands in the Bay of Quinte may not be accurately represented
by coarse resolution. When the wetland size was less than 100 m by 100 m, the averaging
process for coherence calculation might include the neighborhood of non-wetlands. It
was found that the changes of interferogram fringes mainly occurred in wetlands, which
indicated water level changes (Figure 18).
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InSAR results in Bay of Quinte were validated at four locations using field measure-
ments in 2018. Both positive and negative correlations between field measurements and
InSAR observations were found in BP1 and BP2 locations from the cattail dominated
marshes, and BP3 and BP4 locations from the swamps (Table 10). For all three imaging
modes there was a strong positive correlation with field measurements at both BP2 (a marsh
site) and BP3 (a swamp site). However, there were mixed results in the other two sites.
In particular, low correlation was found in BP4 (a swamp site) from FQ5W and FQ17W
modes (correlation of 0 and −0.1 respectively). RMSE values of up to 38 cm were also
observed when comparing InSAR to field measurements. Therefore, it was not possible to
draw conclusions on the effect of incidence angle and resolution. Results indicated that the
finer resolution mode U7W2 performed better than other modes in swamp with a positive
correlation and smaller RMSE values, and FQ5W performed better in marsh compared to
U7W2 and FQ17W.

Table 10. Comparison of InSAR results and field water level measurement in Bay of Quinte in 2018
(HH polarization).

Location Wetland
U7W2 FQ5W FQ17W

R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE

BP1 Cattail −0.93 37.1 0.93 30.7 −0.99 24.9
BP2 Cattail 0.99 31.2 0.87 38.4 0.97 23
BP3 Swamp 0.87 13.7 0.86 31 0.9 17.1
BP4 Swamp 0.89 6.9 0 21.7 −0.1 33.4

InSAR results in Long Point were validated at three locations using field measurements
in 2018. Only results from FQ18W were positively correlated with field measurements
of water level changes in all three marsh locations (Table 11). Results generated from the
other two datasets were variable in three locations, although the finer resolution U23W2
had smaller RMSE values.

Differences in water level along the southwest-northeast transect (TP2_TP1, Figure 17)
and the south-north transect (TP3_TP1) detected using InSAR were compared with that
measured by in-situ instruments. Results indicated that the InSAR measurements from
all three modes were sensitive to the water level change along the southwest-northeast
transect, but uncertainty remained along the south-north transect (Table 12). Note that there
was little water level difference in the east-west direction in the study area and so results
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for that transect were inconclusive. Overall, the finer resolution U23W2 was observed to
be more sensitive than other modes in measuring the change along the flow path.

Table 11. Correlation of InSAR measurements from the SBAS analysis and field water level measure-
ments using different datasets from Radarsat-2 in Long Point in 2018.

Location
U23W2 FQ1W FQ18W

R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE

TP1 0.96 9.2 −0.86 11.9 0.99 11.6
TP2 −0.94 9 −0.8 11.4 0.98 11.6
TP3 −0.9 9.4 0.34 12.2 0.98 12.6

Table 12. Correlation of InSAR measurements from the SBAS analysis and field water level measure-
ments using different datasets from Radarsat-2 in Long Point in 2018.

Location
U23W2 FQ1W FQ18W

R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE

TP2_1 0.73 0.7 0.9 1 0.53 1.3
TP3_1 0.9 1.8 −0.48 3 −0.07 5.2

Based on the results from coherence and water level analyses, it was not possible to
draw conclusions on the effect of incidence angle, and resolution on InSAR measurements.
We found that generally, InSAR interferograms from finer resolution images produced
clearer fringe patterns than those from coarser resolution images in both study areas.
Finer resolution data may more adequately represent changes in smaller wetlands. In-
situ measurements in both the Bay of Quinte and Long Point showed that daily water
levels fluctuated by up to 30 cm, with the greatest variations being observed in April,
and between September and October 2018. Marshes had more water level variations than
swamps, however, the coherence of cattail/Phragmites dominated marshes was higher than
in swamps.

The correlation analysis produced mixed results for the different locations and imaging
modes, with variable correlation values and large RMSE between field-measured water
level and InSAR measurements. This is largely as a result of the combination of high
fluctuations in water levels that occurred over short time periods, and the relatively long-
time interval between SAR observations. Higher RMSE values between InSAR and in-situ
field measurements in the marsh in Bay of Quinte (compared to that of Long Point) was due
to low variation of the interferogram fringe. The low coherence in swamp also resulted in
low correlation between field measurements and InSAR observations in FQ5W and FQ17W
modes in one of the swamp areas. Only half a fringe was measured throughout most
interferograms for the Bay of Quinte, compared to 1–2 fringes in Long Point. Therefore, a
large RMSE was found between InSAR and field measurements. For example, although a
correlation of 0.87 was found with FQ5W observations, the RMSE represented up to a 38 cm
offset between InSAR and field measurements. Given fewer observed fringe cycles, and
the large RMSE between InSAR observations and field measurements in this study, C-band
data with a 24-day repeating cycle may not be sufficient to detect water level changes in
areas like the Bay of Quinte and Long Point, where there is dynamic water level change
(both daily water level and accumulated water level > 10 cm).

Overall, these results demonstrated that InSAR phase changes were sensitive to
differences in water level and in the direction of flow in some cases. Although observed
coherence in marshes was generally high, results from correlation and RMSE analysis
showed that the relationship between InSAR measurements and field-based water level
changes varied depending on the site, type of vegetation, and incidence angle. Resolution
and incidence angles did not affect the coherence quality in large wetlands. Results suggest
that InSAR observations based on C-band data, within a 24-day repeat cycle, may not
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be sufficient to maintain temporal coherence, and thus to also represent the water level
changes in such dynamic wetland environments. Further studies on the potential of InSAR
for water level monitoring with long term observations in various study sites and SAR
sensors with shorter repeat cycles will be considered. Given a shorter acquisition cycle
of four days with a constellation of three satellites, the RCM data is expected to improve
InSAR applications because higher coherence can be maintained within a shorter time
period, which may make it possible to detect dynamic water level changes in the future.

5. Discussion

While at various stages of development, the results here demonstrate capabilities for ac-
curate dynamic mapping and monitoring of Great Lakes coastal wetlands at various study
sites around the region. Surface water detection methods derived from multi-temporal
RADARSAT-2 and simulated RCM data are demonstrated as suitable for monitoring sea-
sonal, annual, and interannual hydroperiod. Errors in the operational implementation
of these approaches can be reduced with ancillary impervious surface data layers, thus
differentiating water from other flat surfaces such as parking lots and regions of bare
soil, such as cropland. The use of SAR sensors for this application has advantages over
methods utilizing optical sensors [78–80] in that they are not obscured by clouds or other
meteorological conditions and the ability to penetrate vegetation canopy allows for direct
assessment of flooded vegetation extent rather than inference based on previous surface
water extent or modelling. However, the ability to detect subcanopy flooding with C-band
SAR in higher biomass cover types, such as shrubby and treed swamps, is variable and
dependent on a variety of conditions such as canopy structure, incidence angle, and stem
density [81–83]. While incidence angle is consistent for our study areas, locations where
vegetation structure or density precludes flood detection is not well characterized in our
study areas yet. This capability is likely dynamic as leaf area increases significantly early in
the growing season. Additionally, high density emergent vegetation such as Phragmites
australis also appears to be too dense to penetrate at C-band in some cases, but the thresh-
old at which flood detection is no longer possible is not known, which is may result in
significant omission error. Additional work, including collection of additional field data
to parameterize algorithms specifically to different vegetation types and to determine the
applicability of the methods described herein to actual RCM data is needed to improve
monitoring capability of C-band. The utility of L-band SAR, which has shown to be su-
perior to C-band for detection of flooded forests [81], will be greatly increased with the
launch of NISAR in 2022. In addition to the increased penetration of L-band, NISAR will
also provide improved temporal resolution with a repeat cycle of 12 days, allowing for a
more accurate understanding of surface water extent dynamics.

The multiple wetland classification approaches presented each provide strengths
and weaknesses but are all effective at mapping wetland type at high resolution with
reasonable accuracies. Each of these methods may be preferable under different circum-
stances depending on the needs of the end user. For invasive species monitoring, the
SAR-multispectral approach may be ideal, however, for assessments of seasonal wetland
variability the SAR/DEM approach is likely preferable. While the approach combining
multi-temporal SAR and multispectral data is preferable for mapping to the species level,
the reliance on multi-temporal data diminishes the ability to detect short-term changes.
It also presents major challenges in terms of automation as it requires large amounts of
supervised training data and human analyst intervention. The huge volumes of data
available via cloud-computing platforms has begun to make multi-sensor classification
approaches applicable to vast regions [84], though there remain limitations including lower
spatial resolution and limited sensor availability.

Multi-temporal SAR combined with DEM/DSM data shows very promising results
with high accuracies achieved in the pilot study areas and presents a feasible solution for
cloud-obscured regions where clear multispectral image collections are rare, especially
with the high repeat cycle that will be available via RCM. Simulated RCM data was also
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able to adequately assess short term temporal changes within wetlands. The addition
of L-band data will likely increase classification accuracy, as multi-frequency SAR has
been shown to have good results for wetland classification in the Great Lakes [85], and
multi-frequency classifications have slightly higher overall accuracies compared to single-
frequency classifications [86]. Therefore, the potential of combined RCM and NISAR data
could prove to be unparalleled for dynamic wetland monitoring.

The OBIA approach, while lacking some detail in terms of class distinctions, presents a
reasonable method for assessments of wetland gain and loss and presents a high likelihood
for automation due to the simple rule-set based approach. Some researchers have argued
that OBIA approaches result in higher accuracy classifications [87] and they also have the
advantage of being easier to interpret to those who are not remote sensing experts [88].
These advantages could be exploited further with incorporation of SAR data, or derivatives
of the SAR data, into the OBIA processing chain. Integration of SAR data with high-
resolution imagery and vegetation height change metrics derived from DSMs in the OBIA
framework could provide wetland change products with high enough temporal resolution
to aid in both policy decisions as well as wetland management decisions. Further research
is needed to assess how to best incorporate all of these data sources.

Remote assessment of water-level change within wetlands is possible under some
conditions using InSAR techniques, but the 24-day repeat cycle of RADARSAT-2 is often too
long to ensure high coherence between subsequent images. While Sentinel-1 has a higher
repeat cycle, its standard collection mode over the Great Lakes acquires VV and VH data,
which produces lower coherence values in common Great Lakes vegetation types [74]. The
more frequent repeat cycle of RCM will likely improve this capability, especially under high
resolution collection modes. The availability of L-band sensor data, such as the planned
NISAR satellite, will also likely improve InSAR derived water level change measurements
as the lower frequency radar energy will be more likely to penetrate dense marsh and
swamp vegetation. InSAR with L-band sensors has been used to assess water level change
in other regions with dense wetland vegetation such as the Everglades [89], the Great
Dismal Swamp [90], and the Amazon [91]. The ambiguity of phase-unwrapping at C-band
with water level changes should not be an issue with the longer wavelength of L-band.

6. Conclusions

The Great Lakes represent ~20% of the planet’s available surface freshwater. As
demonstrated in geologic time, the polar ice caps and Greenland will eventually melt
into the ocean removing a significant surface freshwater source. In that scenario, the
aforementioned 20% rises to nearly 50% assuming the Great Lakes do not change. With
the increasing effects of climate change, it is imperative to increase our Great Lakes Basin
remote sensing programs for dynamic monitoring of our coastal and inland freshwater
lakes and wetland systems, which help maintain the overall health of the Great Lakes as a
whole. The results shown here represent the first steps towards this goal.

Future work following on from the efforts presented in this paper will include product
integration and further progress towards product automation. One of the activities in the
next phase of this project involves expanding the wetland classification and monitoring
activities to all of the DigitalGlobe/MAXAR imagery available for the Great Lakes basin.
This will also require ingestion of RCM data as it becomes available as it is not anticipated
that RADARSAT-2 acquisitions will increase in frequency and it is beyond its life expectancy.
The application of methods described here to the entire basin will require a fully automated
classification workflow. This approach is being developed using free and open-source
geospatial software in a super computing environment. Open software tools provide the
opportunity to create robust, custom solutions with transparency that is often missing
from commercial software. The tools and workflows can then be distributed to decision
managers and researchers interested in applying this approach to other regions. In addition
to creating open tools, output products will be distributed and available to end-users.
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As remote sensing-based technology and methodology continue to advance and
spatial, temporal, and radiometric resolutions of available sensors increase, our ability to
monitor Great Lakes wetlands will only continue to improve. Wider availability of low
frequency SAR from RCM, NISAR, and other planned missions will improve our ability
to detect small changes in water elevation and extent, while high resolution multispectral
satellite imagery will provide more detailed information on vegetation height, species
composition, and invasive species spread. The ability to fully automate these approaches
will also be important as data volumes increase and it becomes imperative to harness
available and emerging technologies, such as supercomputers, cloud-computing, and
machine-learning techniques.

As these capabilities improve, the authors stress the importance of regular communi-
cation with land managers, policy makers, and other stakeholders to ensure that remote
sensing derived products are created with end user applications in mind. While each
product has its own potential use-cases, coordination with end users will guide ways to
effectively fuse products described above for widespread utility amongst the wetland
science, management, and policy community. As follow-on, a second survey of wetland
managers was recently released along with an ESRI storymap depicting some of the prod-
ucts. In addition, the researchers have presented and requested feedback at a myriad
of wetland and Great Lakes conferences and workshops, as well as to the Great Lakes
Coastal Assembly, IJC, Lake Superior Collaborative, and more. Future outreach plans
include building a website with product information and recorded presentations on the
various products, hosting a webinar series on coastal wetland monitoring, expanding the
information in the ESRI storymap and continued conference and workshop presentations.
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